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Paper Title: Interview Assignment

No. of Pages: 3pg

Paper Style: MLA Paper Type: Other

Taken English? Yes English as Second Language? No

Feedback Areas: Sentence Structure, Grammar & Mechanics

Paper Goals: Using information from a conducted interview wright a paragraph style paper using 

terms of sociology. Spelling and grammar review.

Proofing Summary:

Hello Steve,

Thank you for submitting your essay to NetTutor. I appreciated the opportunity to

read about your interview subject and the concepts of sociology.

Strengths:

You have used appropriate information and organized it well to develop your ideas.

The paragraphs are well structured, and the concepts support your main idea. The

paper has a clear focus and conveys the information gained from the interview.. Good job!

Suggestions:

There are a few suggestions about grammar and mechanics, mostly related to the use

of commas, semi-colons and sentence fragments.  To better help your sentences’

pacing, use commas to separate nonessential phrases, such as introductory or

explanatory phrases, from the main portion of sentences (like the commas just used

in this sentence.  You may want to review the rules for building correct sentences,

how to join two sentence that would stand alone, but are combined with a conjunction

“and” or “but.” 

Consider reading your essay out loud to yourself or to a friend.  That helps

identify any problems with construction or missing words.

The first few instances of most issues are highlighted, and suggestions for

corrections to be made are given where possible. Please use other writing resources

as well as the given suggestions for corrections to help make revisions and improve

your writing.

As always, feel free to join a Live Tutoring Session with a tutor to receive

immediate feedback on any additional questions you may have, including any questions

you may have on the review of this paper. Keep up the good work, and thanks for

using NetTutor!
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plural?

spelling
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A comma sets off introductory clauses or phrases.

It is good to aim for parallel form in a series (doing, helping, folding)

A semicolon joins two sentence when there is no conjunction.

plural

See comma note.

A semicolon joins two sentence when there is no conjunction.

See comma note.

A semicolon joins two sentence when there is no conjunction.

spelling
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A semicolon joins two sentence when there is no conjunction.

see comma note.

A semicolon joins two sentence when there is no conjunction.

plural

See comma note.
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